
We live in a world where most of us count on the endorsements of governmental agencies to give us the
ríght advice, as most don't have the time to read the scientific literature for them sãlves. gut
remember these same governmental agencies also told us that tobacco, DDT, Thalidomide, leaded
gasoline were all safe and effective. If you follow the money it's easy to see how all of these
endorsements stem from industry. The toxÍc waste from thefertilízer industry that is being used to
fluorídate our water ís no different. Our chief dental officer from HC, Peter Cooney also has admitted that
he has 6Úpf ties to the fundíng of industry.

once reading the literature for yourself on fluoridatíon there uru ,ornuç;uTff;if iacts that become
apparent, and currently there are 4000 professionals including PHDs, MDs, Dentists, pharmacists,
Lawyers who have read the literature and have signed a petítíon to end artificialfluoridation using this
toxic waste Hydrofluorosilicíc Acid.dThere have been many professionals that have been threatened and
some that have lost their jobs for speaking out against fluorídation or publishing studíes that cast a
negative light on fluoridatíon. Iu.

Once reading the literature myself I was shocked to find out that there are many peer reviewed published
studies linked to harm including over one hundred studies showÍng a direct link to- neurological dãmage.
And although there are many endorsements from government agencies there is not one peer reviewed
study proving this chemical from the fertilÍzer industry ís safe for human consumption, its just like the
false claims and endorsements used to promote tobacco. It must be clear that an endorsement without
science means nothing.

When HC is questioned on the literature they ultimately say that they only recommend iÇ that they
accept no accountabilÍÇ and they are quick to point out that ít's our city councillors that are putting it
in the water. This practice is absurd, dangerous and unethícalto have people wíth no medical
background responsible for the mass medication of this unregulated chemical with no study proving it's
safety, where the dose cannot be controlled, forcing us, many against our will to be medicated
internally with a chemical intended as a tooth medicine. I'm sure everyone has heard HC state the
following, that the CDC credíts fluoridation as one of the top 10 health aihievements of the 20th
century" what they fail to tell you, is that the CDC now states in the 21st century that fluoride is only
beneficialwhenappliedtopically-i@andwarnsmothersnottomakebaby
formula with fluoridated water.
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what our city councitto ,r'Æ!,K^setves

1. Are we qualified to be the ones responsible for medicating people.
2. Should we have the authority to mass medicate everyone, without knowing the patient's pre
existing health condition, even though it is illegal for a doctor to medicate even one person wíthout their
informed consent
3. How can we ensure the publíc that they will not be hurt by thís practice of mass medicatíon where we
have no idea who is getting what dose. HC can't even tell us what the safe dose is
4. HC and the BOH are unwilling to accept liability for this unregulated drug and are pointing the
fingers our way, are we comfortable being liable
5. The CDC and ADA are now saying that fluoride is only effective topically and warns mothers not
to give fluorídated water to their babies, does it make any sense that we add it to the drinkíng water
when clearly many mothers have no other choice but tap water.
6. Does it make any sense that it is illegal for the manufactures to dump this chemical ín the environment
but that its ok to add it to our water where by most of it ends up in the environment.
7. Does it make any sense that swallowÍng this chemical will go through the entire body without affecting
any other part of the anatomy but the teeth.
B. There are many peer reviewed scientific studies that are warning it has the potentÍal to due harm
whích HC hasn't taken the time to even look at, shouldn't we take the time to look at the literature
ourselves since we are the ones liable.
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ryryæ' There might be better solutíons to dental health than adding an regulated untested chemical
to the water where we can't control the individual dose.

It is my great hope today that our City Councillors will have the wísdom and common sense and return
the responsibiliÇ of medication back to the doctor and the individual where all can have their basic right
to informed consent and for those who want fluoride it is very easily and cheaply obtained by the usJ
of €#*eca*r#ed, safe topical form of tooth paste and mouth rinse.' *hp


